A. Signature Event Sponsor – $9,500
- Four exhibitor staff admissions to the Stamping Conference
- Two complimentary admissions for customers/prospects
- One eight-foot exhibit table with electric and chairs
- Detailed list of attendees
- Sponsor recognition in program
- Company introduction and recognition as the Signature Event Sponsor
- Full-page print ad in the January 2021 issue of MetalForming magazine (or digital equivalent)
- Web banner package (300 x 250 pixels) on MetalForming website (December 2020 & January 2021)
- Email banner package (2 newsletter/month, 600 x 120 pixels) in the MetalForming newsletter (December 2020 & January 2021)
- 10-minute address to the audience at the beginning of the event
- Introduce day one keynote, if desired
- Attendee conference bags with your company logo

B. Wi-Fi Sponsor – $8,500
- Two exhibitor staff admissions to the Stamping Conference
- One complimentary admission for customer/prospect
- One eight-foot exhibit table with electric and chairs
- Detailed list of attendees
- Sponsor recognition in program
- Company introduction and recognition as the Exclusive Wi-Fi Sponsor
- Full-page print ad in the January 2021 issue of MetalForming magazine (or digital equivalent)
- Web banner package (300 x 250 pixels) on MetalForming website (December 2020 & January 2021)
- Email banner package (2 newsletter/month, 600 x 120 pixels) in the MetalForming newsletter (December 2020 & January 2021)
- Company name used as Wi-Fi Access Code for all attendees

C. Food Sponsor – $7,500 (4 Available)
- Two exhibitor staff admissions to the Stamping Conference
- One complimentary admission for customer/prospect
- One eight-foot exhibit table with electric and chairs
- Detailed list of attendees
- Sponsor recognition in program
- Company introduction and recognition as a Food Sponsor
- Full-page print ad in the January 2021 issue of MetalForming magazine (or digital equivalent)
- Web banner package (300 x 250 pixels) on MetalForming website (January 2021)
- Email banner package (2 newsletter/month, 600 x 120 pixels) in the MetalForming newsletter (January 2021)

D. Reception Sponsor – $6,500 (1 Available)
- Two exhibitor staff admissions to the Stamping Conference
- One eight-foot exhibit table with electric and chairs
- Detailed list of attendees
- Sponsor recognition in program
- Company introduction and recognition as a Reception Sponsor
- Full-page print ad in the January 2021 issue of MetalForming magazine
- Web banner package (300 x 250 pixels) on MetalForming website (January 2021)
- Email banner package (2 newsletter/month, 600 x 120 pixels) in the MetalForming newsletter (January 2021)

E. Premium Exhibitor – $5,500
- Two exhibitor staff admissions to the Stamping Conference
- One eight-foot exhibit table with electric and chairs
- Detailed list of attendees
- Exhibitor recognition in program
- Company introduction and recognition as a Premium Exhibitor
- Full-page print ad in the January 2021 issue of MetalForming magazine (or digital equivalent)

F. Basic Exhibitor – $2,500
- Two exhibitor staff admissions to the Stamping Conference
- One eight-foot exhibit table with electric and chairs
- Detailed list of attendees
- Exhibitor recognition in program

SPONSOR INFORMATION
Name___________________________________________________
Email ____________________________________________________
Company Name ___________________________________________
Phone ___________________________________________________
Address  _________________________________________________
City ______________________________ State ______ Zip _________
Package (A/B/C/D/E/F) _______________________________________
Total Amount ______________________________________________
Signature _______________________________ Date_____________

To inquire about sponsorships or exhibit tables, contact Marianne Sichi at 216-901-8800 or via email at msichi@pma.org.